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RESISTANCE AGAINST NEGATIVE TEMPTATION REFLECTED IN 

PAULO COELHO’S THE DEVIL AND MISS PRYM NOVEL (2000):  

A PSYCHOANALYTICAL APPROACH 

 

Abstrak 

Penelitian ini tentang fenomena manusia yang bertahan dari godaan untuk melakukan perbuatan buruk 

yang digambarkan dalam novel Paulo Coelho, The Devil and Miss Prym (2000) menggunakan pendekatan 

psikoanalitik untuk menganalisis. Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mengidentifikasi jenis godaan yang 

buruk, untuk menganalisis bentuk pertahanan dari godaan yang buruk, dan untuk memahami mengapa 

penulisa tertarik menuliskan fenomena godaan buruk pada manusia. Termasuk dalam penelitian kualitatif. 

Novel The Devil and Miss Prym (2000) karya Paulo Coelho dalam penelitian ini sebagai data primer. Ada 

beberapa referensi yang telah ditemukan oleh peneliti dan beberapa materi yang cocok dengan isu disebut 

data sekunder. Ada tiga kesimpulan yang telah ditemukan oleh peneliti. Pertama, ada dua macam godaan 

buruk. Godaan buruk dari dalam diri sendiri dan godaan buruk dari orang sekitar yang kemudian 

dipecahkan lagi lebih dalam oleh peneliti. Kedua, ada empat bentuk pertahanan untuk melawan godaan 

buruk yaitu, Transference, Ego – Resistance, Working – through, dan Self – sabotage. Dan yang terkahir, 

Paulo Coelho mengangkat godaan buruk dalam buku-bukunya untuk membagi pengalamannya dengan 

godaan buruk dalam bentuk karya dan memaparkan keyakinannya akan manusia yang mempunyai dua sisi 

yaitu baik dan buruk.  

 

Kata Kunci: godaan buruk , pendekatan psikoanalitik, pertahanan , The Devil and Miss Prym.  

 

Abstrack 

This research is about human phenomenon which is resistance against negative temptation reflected in 

Paulo Coelho’s The Devil and Miss Prym novel (2000). Used Psychoanalytic Approach to analysed this 

research paper. The researcher tend to identify the type of negative temptations, to describe form of 

resistance against  negative temptation, and to reveal the reason behind the writer wrote the novel  The 

Devil and Miss Prym. Included as  qualitative research. The Devil and Miss Prym (2000) a novel by Paulo 

Coelho is the primary data of this research. Some references selected by the researcher and material that 

match with the issue in this research paper are the secondary data. There are three conclusions found in 

this research. Firstly, there are two types of negative temptation; negative temptation from within and 

negative temptation from without. The researcher further divided the negative temptation. Secondly, there 

are four forms of resistance; Transference, Ego – Resistance, Working – through, and Self – sabotage. 

And the last, Paulo Coelho take negative temptation in his books to share his own experiences dealing 

with negative temptation and also to tell his belief that every human being have both good and bad side. 

Key: resistance, negative temptation, psychoanalytic approach, The Devil and Miss Prym. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

There are many studies found related to the negative temptation issue, 

those studies contain different method and focus. The researcher found five 

literature review, the three of them focuses on the character and using 

psychological approach by Sigmund Freud as follow: Focuses to find out the 

personality of Chantal, As the main character and the factors that affect her 

personality (Fitri, 2013), Focuses to analysed the psychological journey to 

decided her lifeline (Kherdekar and Salunke, 2016), Focuses to know the physic 

struggle of the character (Mary, 2013). Others literature review used the same 

method which is psychoanalytic but focuses on the Paulo Coelho’s work from 

his novel (Bushra, 2016). The last literature review used structural analysis 

theory from Eagleton and focuses on the work of Paulo Coelho (Diyan and 

Hirmawan, 2014).  

As can be seen in the literature review above, some of them focus on the 

works and the character in that works. Those literary reviews that are focus on 

the character only focus on their physic and personality from the character’s 

problem. Finally the researcher found that the issue related to religion has never 

been research yet.  

The researcher will take this chance and wrote this research paper which 

focuses on the character and take the religion side as the issue. As The Devil and 

Miss Prym novel contain faith and a battle of mind about their belief. Through 

this research paper, the researcher will explain the kinds of temptation 

encountered by the main character, how to resist those negative temptation and 

also Paulo Coelho’s belief about human nature. 
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2.  Research Method 

Include as qualitative research type of study. There are two objects of the 

study for this research namely; formal object and material object. The formal 

object of the study is the resistance against negative temptation issue discuss in 

this research paper by using Psychoanalytic Approach. The material object of 

this research is a novel entitled The Devil and Miss Prym written by Paulo 

Coelho published by Harper Collins in 2000. Type of this data is text taken from 

The Devil and Miss Prym novel. The sources of data come from two kinds in this 

research namely; Primary data source and Secondary data sources. The primary 

data source is The Devil and Miss Prym novel. The secondary data sources are 

data related to the study such as article, essay, literary books, or biography of the 

author. To collect the data, Here are six steps take by the researcher: 1) Read The 

Devil and Miss Prym novel which will be analyzed, 2) Notes the important 

information that is used for both primary and secondary data, 3) specify the 

characters of the novel, 4) Classification of some of the novel the issue and the 

theory, 5) Browsing the internet and read books to search info that relates the 

novel, 6) Making the final result and suggestion from the analyze data. For the 

technique of data analysis, the researcher uses qualitative data analysis by Miles 

and Huberman (1994), such as data reduction, data display, and conclusion 

drawing. 

 

3. Research Finding 

1. The Type of Temptation 

a. Negative temptation from within 

Temptation to sacrificing oneself is desire to blame ourselves as 

the source of problem., temptation to escape from problem is desire to 

left an unsolved problem without responsible, temptation to kept a secret 

is desire to not tell anyone information, temptation to do negative 
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thinking is desire to guessing a person or situation with negative mind, 

temptation to be admired is desire to be the sources of attention, and 

temptation to do revenge is desire to hurt others for an injury or wrong 

done to someone else 

b. Negative temptation from without 

Temptation to get reward is desire to receive something in return, 

and temptation to sacrificing oneself is desire to blame ourselves as the 

source of problem. 

 

2. Resistance to Avoid Negative Temptation 

The researcher found four forms of resistance as follow: Transference, is 

a resistance that makes the patient remember their past event then let it 

influenced their presence event. Ego-resistance, it shows the patient effort 

to get sympathy or attention. This effort is shown by some medical 

symptoms such as headaches, bellyful, or nausea. Walking-through 

resistance reflects the unconscious wish to stay in a way that is build from 

the priciple of pleasure, and self-sabotage is an embodiment of internal 

guilt which is push personal punishment in some way like the force to face 

an obstacle alone. The other form of repressions are not toward in this 

novel. 

 

3. Reason of addressing the temptation issue 

Because it is related with his personal history also he wanted to reveal 

that there is a battle between good and evil in every human being as it 

happens in his life. Come in different form, every negative temptation gives 

us chance to destroy our life. Besides that Paulo Coelho tried to tell the 

reader to aware and resist every negative temptation which will always haunt 

us in everyday life.  
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4. DISCUSSION 

After analysed this novel used temptation theory the researcher found 

that; Chantal had encountered negative temptation from within and without 

herself. Researcher further classifying the negative temptation into; temptation to 

scarifying oneself, temptation to escape from problem, temptation to kept a 

problem, temptation to be admired ( from within ) also temptation to bet reward, 

temptation to scarifying oneself, and temptation to revenge (from without). 

Those negative temptation is started the time when she met the Stranger who ask 

her to tell people of Viscos to commit a murder and get eleven bar of golds as the 

reward. Chantal tempted to scarifying herself to be blame because she is the one 

who set up the meeting with the Stranger as she want to go to from Viscos 

Chantal tempted to steal the gold and run away. She is afraid to tell other people 

in Viscos about the wager she made with the stranger then kept it for herself and 

think that it better silent about that problem also she is afraid that what the 

stranger had said to her about all people compare with devil is true. After 

everyone in Viscos know the truth about the stranger and the wager with Chantal, 

she tempted to be admired in a way she plan to tell everyone the wager and win 

the battle of Chantal and the stranger’s belief.  

The negative temptation which come from without Chantal is happen 

when she met the stranger but then he told her about his plan and ask her to tell 

the people of Viscos to commit a murder and will give them eleven bar of golds 

as the reward if they want to do that. Then the people in Viscos know about the 

wager and blame Chantal, they told her to scarifying herself because if she didn’t 

take the stranger’s wager seriously Viscos will still be safe. Can’t stop thinking 

about the reaction from people of Viscos which they blamed Chantal, it made her 

feel that hatred come and built negative temptation to revenge. 

In this novel, there are four resistance used to face the negative 

temptation; Transference, ego-resistance, walking-through, and self-sabotage. 

transference resistance help Chantal to resist from fear the Stranger’s made. She 
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keep remind herself about the old good stories about Viscos. Ego-resistance 

happen in a form of sickness which it make Chantal suffer. Working-through 

resistance give a bit power to Chantal to face the Stranger, try to keep her mind 

from negative though and anxiety. She build an imaginary about the problem as 

it will end as soon as the imaginary itself. Self-sabotage resistance appears from 

Chantal sense of guilty, because she know that she is the one who made the 

meeting with the Stranger. 

From the perspective of psychoanalityc, it is proof that id, ego, and superego 

affect Chantal’s resistance to resist the negative temptation. From the four 

resistance found, those come from id, ego , and superego. Chantal’s ego is more 

dominant than her id and superego it can be proved by the way she deal with 

reality, remember and understand what happened in the past which is good old 

stories about people of Viscos and made plans which realistic to face the problem 

with the Stranger it success build resistance for many times. Chantal’s id in the 

form of wish and motivation save her two times from negative temptation by 

build an imaginary. Superego in Chantal personality work less than id and ego 

when it comes for resistance. All the discussion above means that Chantal had a 

psychologically health person.  

According Wellek and Warren, there are four kinds of psychological theory, 

such as; the study of the writer, the study of creative process, the application of 

psychological theory within literary works, and the study of the audience. In this 

research paper the psychology of literature used is the study of the psychological 

types and laws present within works and literature. 

Psychoanalytic criticism related to characters, see it as the sign of world and 

existence represented of how the meaning of life. When reader found the 

similarity between he or she with a character, he or she might imitate the way 

the character lives and behave (Wellek & Warren, 1963:102). So, their attitude 

and the analysis of the characters called psychological treatment for every 

character who find themselves different from others and feel unique. While in 
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the characterization literary works insist, to create a character writer should 

blend the character, in various level, contains literary types, the object person, 

and themselves. In every story it can be novel or movie, we tend to consider the 

character to be psychologically right. A psychological theory sometimes makes 

the writer wrote a story that same as the real situation and the person (Wellek & 

Warren, 1963: 89-91).  

From the theory above in regard to the research of the novel, it is important to 

identify the character of the novel. As every character has a unique personality 

such as good and evil, A character presented as exemplary figures to expose the 

meaning of life by resist from negative temptation, and reader may immitate their 

lives based on the patterns of fictional heroes and heroines as well as Chantal. 

Paulo Coelho addresses temptation in this novel because it is related with his 

personal history also he wanted to reveal that there is a battle between good and 

evil in every human being as it happens in his life. Come in different form, every 

negative temptation gives us chance to destroy our life. Besides that Paulo 

Coelho tried to tell the reader to aware and resist every negative temptation 

which will always haunt us in everyday life.  

5. Conclusion 

Based on the analysis and discussion on the previous chapter, the are some 

conclusion; 

Firstly, the types of temptation in this novel are negative temptation, which it 

divided into two parts; negative temptation from within and negative temptation 

from without. Further the researcher divided the negative temptation based on the 

aim of the negative temptation. In the temptation from within such as: temptation 

to sacrificing oneself is desire to blame ourselves as the source of problem., 

temptation to escape from problem is desire to left an unsolved problem without 

responsible, temptation to kept a secret is desire to not tell anyone information, 

temptation to do negative thinking is desire to guessing a person or situation with 
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negative mind, temptation to be admired is desire to be the sources of attention, 

and temptation to do revenge is desire to hurt others for an injury or wrong done 

to someone else. In the temptation from without such as: temptation to get 

reward is desire to received something in return, and temptation to sacrificing 

oneself is desire to blame ourselves as the source of problem. 

Secondly, from four form of resistance by Sigmund Freud, it only four forms 

which is reflected in this novel namely; Transference, is a resistance that makes 

the patient remember their past event then let it influenced their presence event. 

Ego-resistance, it shows the patient effort to get sympathy or attention. This 

effort is shown by some medical symptoms such as headaches, bellyful, or 

nausea. Walking-through resistance reflects the unconscious wish to stay in a 

way that is build from the priciple of pleasure, and self-sabotage is an 

embodiment of internal guilt which is push personal punishment in some way 

like the force to face an obstacle alone. The other form of repressions are not 

toward in this novel. 

Thirdly, the reason why the writer addresses temptation as the issue is 

because it is related with his personal history also he wanted to tell the reader that 

every human being will confronted by negative temptation. there will always a 

battle between good and evil so that people should resist those negative 

temptation. 
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